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Chapter Two
Again, it was that time of the year. This time, nothing felt the same. On the
last New Moon festival there was only a whiff of tension in the air. This time,
you could cut it with a knife. There was something about not knowing who
was going to make it through the night that left even the calmest of men in
unease. The gory sight in the fisherman’s boat with a semblance to the darkest of nightmares didn’t help either. The village Mad Man had gone from the
community lunatic to a treasured vault of wisdom, even if he had no insight
to offer with regards to appeasing the girl.
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After the first attack, he was invited to the King’s court to advise the royal
circle of how best to deal with the situation.
“Your Highness and the court, I can tell you nothing but what I saw and heard
on that fateful night.” He sipped out of the drinking horn.
He had not been granted a listening ear in so long and in many ways he had
become used to being ignored. The sudden appearance of an audience for his
gospel made him feel somewhat uneasy, especially considering that he had
no idea what exactly they were asking of him.
“I saw the body of a woman approach the village square in the rain. Her flesh
appeared burnt, her eyes empty. She carried the Little Girl’s body and walked
away. But not before she spoke to me. She said that we would know thirteen
rains of peace for every rain the girl had lived, and after that, we would know
the true meaning of fear and vengeance until the balance of justice was restored in the land.”
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The royal court was a group of old men believed to be ripe with wisdom, but
on this occasion, they sat as clueless as new-borns, eyes darting frantically
with no aim to rest.
“Did she mention how this justice is to be restored? What does she want?
Gold? Cowries? A life in return? Has she not already taken one?” One of the
elders asked.
“I am afraid this is all I can tell you.” He sipped some more wine.
“Nonsense! All of this is nonsense! When did we lose our spines in this village? I say we prepare for her next time. Fight it fire for fire!” The Executioner
who was now the General in the village army barked.
Murmurs of agreement wrapped in fear covered the court. The suggestion
was in line with the Eyanka way of doing things. When one couldn’t think or
didn’t want to, there was always the option of reaching for the blade.
“I believe an attack will only anger the spirit. We cannot solve this problem
with the same mind-set that got us into it. Perhaps there are other ways besides the way of war”, said the Mad Man.
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“So what are you suggesting? That we sit with our hands crossed and prepare
some words of appeasement for this vile beast?” The Executioner shot back.
The Mad Man wanted to suggest a surrender of the crown and an apology
from the village. After all, it was them that mocked and laughed at her in her
hour of need as the crown sent her to her death. The words were at the tip of
his tongue, but fear for his life would not let them escape. He wondered how
many others were of the same mind but would never dare to speak. He hated
himself for not being able to speak what he believed to be the truth. One too
many times, his father had tried to teach him that truth was not truth until
it was spoken. It was his heeding of this lesson as early as ten rains that
caused him to stand by his story and it hadn’t exactly paid off. Even as he
had been vindicated, he was past twenty rains with not a farm or wife to his
name. His family had deserted him and no one wanted anything to do with
him save a few brave children fascinated by his scruffy condition and the
story he shared with all that would listen. He wasn’t about to throw away his
new found acceptance over his principles. He felt like a coward, but he had
come to believe glory was not always the reward of a hero. Like many in his
shoes would have done, he picked silence over truth.
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The villagers tried to drown their anxiety with music and dance, but there
was only how loud the drums could rise on a night like this. All of a sudden,
the High Priest’s arrival and annual prophecy was a secondary moment of
anticipation. For the most part, people just wanted to be back in their huts
with the doors locked and guarded. In an attempt to calm the people’s nerves,
the King ensured the village army posted men all around on the lookout. Their
presence did soothe the tension a little bit, but after the last incident, nothing could really make the people feel normal until the wandering spirit was
captured.
“I know some of you are afraid”, the King started with a speech, “but let us
not forget who we are. We are the proud people of Eyanka and we will not
cower for man or spirit.”
“Ehen!” A planted man shouted from the crowd.
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The King carried on with words; promises and assurances punctuated by the
occasional planned holler of agreement. Before his speech, the masquerade
had been ushered in and as usual the High Priest gave his readings of good
rain and approaching doom. Only this time it didn’t require much of an
imagination to picture what this doom meant to the village.
As soon as the King was gone, the villagers began to disperse to their homes
in anticipation of what started to feel like a reaping. In small clusters, talks
of the King’s involvement in the Little Girl’s execution came up in hushed
tones, but no one dared to speak up. There was something about such truths
that made people uneasy to speak out. Hardly did they stop to think that their
silence in itself was a language heavy with sound. Choosing to say nothing
was saying something in itself.
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At last, silence befell the village; but darkness would not follow. So many
homes refused to put out the night fires for fear of shadows and the blackness they grew in. On this night, the Executioner decided to join his men on
watch. Regardless of what everyone else said, he believed the attack on the
Fisherman to have been the work of some vile beast. The idea of a spirit child
decapitating the Fisherman was to him a fairy-tale made reality by an unfortunate coincidence with a Mad Man’s tale. It angered him to think that the
entire village was giving into what he saw to be blatant superstition.
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As the night passed, all eyes remained fixated on the moon, eagerly anticipating its disappearance with the light of day. The soldiers listened to the
hooting of owls and the croaks of frogs hoping to hear something out of
the ordinary. It came in the form of rain and somehow they knew this was
far from a blessing from the goddess of the skies. It was frightening enough
watching for a spirit walker with only a full moon for a lamp. The arrival of
rain no matter how light did not help.
Unknown to them, she was there the whole time; like a shadow in the darkness, waiting for the last of lights to flicker into nothingness as it rained on
street fire torches. That moment came when the Executioner excused himself
from his station to ease his bladder. He had considered easing himself right
there, in the middle of the street, but he thought it might suggest he was
afraid to go alone. The rain had come to a stop. He excused himself to the
back of a nearby hut where he was away from sight but still within earshot.
After a look over his shoulder, he proceeded to relieve himself as fast as he
could squeeze.
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At first, he was confused as to what was happening. All of a sudden it was as
if a fog had come down impairing his vision. He shook his head and rubbed
his eyes. The fog only grew thicker and colder causing goose bumps to rise
on his skin.
“Ey, Eyy! Can you see this?” he called out to the other watchers.
There was no reply. Instinctively, he zipped up his trousers and then reached
for his machete immediately.
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There was no one to swing at. His eyes darted in every direction. He saw nothing. This had to be all in his mind. He willed his spirit to break the spell but
somehow he knew he was only grasping at straws. The Executioner fought hard
against it, but a lot of him knew he was very afraid. He should have stayed with
the others at the station. It was too late for regrets now.
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The figure of a headless little girl appeared in midst of the fog. Her steps
slow but purposeful. He tightened his grip on the machete, trying hard to
fight against the instinct to run away. Unfazed by his battle stance she continued to approach in slow, calculated and deliberate steps. When she was
at arm’s reach, he took his first swing. As if her entire body was conjured out
of the mist she travelled in, his machete went straight through her without
the slightest of resistance. He swung again, and then again. At this point it
became apparent that escape was the only option, but as he feared, the time
for that was now long gone.
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In the mist, more figures of headless little girls appeared accompanied by a
wailing sound that felt like it blared from inside his head.
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He dropped the machete to cover his ears in hope of drowning out the noise
that had evolved into physical excruciating pain. Pain so deep it forced him
down to his knees in agony. He screamed and screamed, but as if trapped in
a vacuum by her magic, no one could hear him. On the palm of his hands he
began to feel the warmth of something; liquid.
“No, no...No!”
He examined his palms to realize they were covered in blood. That was when
he felt the coldness on his shoulder. To her touch, his body responded with
complete paralysis giving in to her every control. He struggled with every fibre in his being but at most he could only afford to clench his muscles and
grit his teeth. A wetness at the back of his ears followed and somehow he
knew he did not want to turn to meet his fate.
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“Shouldn’t he be back by now?” one of the watchers asked.
The man the Executioner had left in charge ordered two other men to go and
check up on him. When they arrived, for a second, they stood in a trance—taking in the horror that unfolded right before their eyes. The Little Girl turned
to face them, like an animal briefly distracted from its feeding. From the stare
of snake-like eyes on her materialized phantom head, they could still feel the
stare from her severed body. Between a set of scattered canines protruding
from tightly clenched jaws, chunks of the Executioner’s flesh dripping red
with blood hung down to her chest. Completely uninterested by their interruption, she turned back to the business of chewing, gripping hard on his
hair to hold him steadier.
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With his body shaking convulsively with each bite, they knew there was no
saving the Executioner now. Sickened from the sound of teeth tearing through
flesh, they blew their battle horn before proceeding with an attempt at attack.
They could only hope help arrived sooner than later. When they were close
enough, together they rained down strokes of their blades with as much power as they could muster. Through it all she remained unconcerned, unfazed
and preoccupied with the head that was only a few bites away from complete
severance. She didn’t even as much as physically react to their attacks. They
considered pulling her away but no one dared to touch her. Even when help
arrived, they only carried on swinging as hard as they could. All efforts, to no
avail.
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When she was done chewing, she ripped the head off the skeletal socket with
beastly strength and held it by the hair. The attackers retreated in fear, watching her closely. She turned to them, then stood motionless with the Executioner’s head in her hand like a trophy she had won.
“What do you want?” one of the men managed to ask after fighting a stutter to
get the words out.
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Without as much as a word, she turned around and began to walk away. Right
before their eyes she walked into the mud wall of the hut the Executioner had
been urinating on. It was the last they saw of her; at least for the night they
lost the Executioner.
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WORDS FROM THE CREATORS

Old dogs and new tricks
Thinking becomes behavior, behavior becomes culture, culture becomes ritual,
and so it goes. From thinking, we often transition to become slaves to a way
of doing things; acting without knowing. In many cultures where progressive
values are not encouraged, often characterized by poor youth participation
in politics or dominance of rulers that will not leave power, change can be a
hard thing to come by. Year in and year out, the ship of the society is steered
in the same direction even in the face of obvious failure or benign problems
inherent in the current system.
It was the world famous physicist Albert Einstein that defined insanity as doing the same thing over and over again while expecting different results. A
more subtle way to put it is to say you cannot come out of a problem with the
same thinking that got you in it. That pattern of thinking is only likely to compound the problem it already birthed.
The challenge we encounter in the face of hard problems is to rise above our
current modes of thought. To reflect on the old ways of doing things and think
about newer and more efficient ways. To hold onto the past without inward
critical reflection shows that we have failed to learn from our experience. And
as the saying also goes, those that refuse to learn from history are bound to
repeat it.
In the face of problems, engage with renewed thoughts to expose different
ways of understanding. Ask what can be done differently to avoid similar results. Do not be afraid of reflection for what you may find inside, and do not
be afraid of innovation for the unknown it might birth outside. More often
than not, the safety of the familiar becomes a barricade to progress. Think,
act, break, and create.

